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Abstract

To protect online consumers, as OECD Guidelines recommend, Internet shopping malls should provide information about their business

on their webpages. In Korea, The Consumer Protection Law in Electronic Commerce, forced Internet shopping malls to provide their

business information, so that consumers could easily identify them. Since most Korean Internet shopping malls provide consumers with

business information in a semi-structured format on their homepages, a software agent can easily identify them.

To investigate automatically the provision of the business information with the Internet shopping malls, this article proposes the methods

of gathering URLs of Internet shopping malls, of monitoring alterations of webpages, and of extracting business information. Business

information extraction in our research is based on synonyms and indicator words of the attributes. We used inductive learning to raise the

efficiency of information extraction. With experiments, we showed the potentialities of our agent system. The average extraction accuracy of

our agent system was 89.3%.
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1. Introduction

The factors that affect public confidence in Internet

shopping malls are reputations of shopping malls, clearness

of business information, protection policies for consumers’

privacy information, and security policies for payment, etc.

Among these factors, clearness of business information is a

basic factor that can lead to confidence in shopping malls in

the electronic commerce environment.

OECD announced the Guidelines for Consumer Protec-

tion in Electronic Commerce in 1999 (OECD, 1999). The

OECD Guidelines and the Guidelines of Membership

Nations, created shortly thereafter, specify that Internet

shopping malls should provide at least a basic minimum of

business information on their webpages, including the name

of the business, the name of the representative, geographical

address, telephone number, fax number, e-mail address, and

business license number.

As examples, Fig. 1 depicts two homepages

including business information: BEST BUY Co., INC.

(www.bestbuy.com) in the US and LGeshop (www.

lgeshop.com) in Korea.

As we can see in the examples of BEST BUY Co., Inc.

and LGeshop, while most Internet shopping malls in the US

provide their business information, scattered in several

pages, in an unstructured format, most Korean Internet

shopping malls provide their business information on the

bottom of their homepages in a semi-structured format. In

Korea, The Consumer Protection Law in Electronic

Commerce, which came into effect in July 2002, forced

Internet shopping malls to provide a minimum of seven

forms of business information, including the name of the

business, the name of the representative, geographical

address, telephone number, fax number, e-mail address, and

business license number, so that consumers could easily

identify them.

Therefore, in Korea, Internet shopping malls should

provide their business information on their webpages. Since

most Korean Internet shopping malls provide their business

information in a semi-structured format, an agent can easily

identify them when compared with other countries such as

the US.

If any shopping mall intentionally omits all or a part

of the required business information, they can be regarded
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as a suspect of online fraud. If an organization would

detect Internet shopping malls which lack business

information and admonish them for not providing business

information, it would enhance public confidence in

electronic commerce; however, it is difficult for a person

to visit a large number of Internet shopping malls’

homepages to investigate whether or not they provide

business information.

Fig. 1. Examples of homepages providing with business information. BEST BUY Co., Inc. in the US provides its business information in an unstructured

format and LGeshop in Korea provides its business information, given inside the rounded rectangle made of dotted lines, in a semi-structured format. It was

translated into English for readability.
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